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tibsy's podium

I am writing this podium as Tibsy’s Podium for this
newsletter as it must be in the hands of our Editor on or
before the 15th January in order to meet our print
deadlines. With our AGM scheduled for the 24th January
and all positions on the Executive up for election I can’t
assume that I would be in a position to write this Podium
as President.

bmwor.org.nz

I have been making enquiries regarding the difficulty
dealerships have been experiencing in obtaining spare
parts. I have some very good news to report.
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As you know, Europe Imports took on the Distribution of
BMW Motorrad in New Zealand around June 2013, and at
the same time BMW installed their new parts system that
caused major delays in parts ordering and delivery
throughout the world.
To say they got off to a bad start would be an understatement, but as the months
progressed, and the system glitches were fixed, they were getting into a far better
situation to supply the demand.
They have since increased airfreight on products, and Europe Imports Ltd have now
increased their stock supply, so they can offer a quicker delivery time for high turnover
parts, which are continually updated on a weekly basis.
This has Europe Imports Ltd in a position where they now have a bigger stock holding
on BMW Motorrad parts and accessories than BMW New Zealand ever had.
Just like any parts distribution network, occasionally the factory will not have an item in
stock, hence a back order situation arises, and in this situation a delay is inevitable.
With the BMW motorcycle range increasing with fantastic new models, Europe Imports
have assured me that they will continue to improve their stock holding for faster
delivery times. I say that’s great news for everyone.
Moving forward, I know Nick at Europe Imports would appreciate any feedback from
members. Contact:
Nick on 09 570 7783 Ext: 713 or email
nick.lewis@europeimports.co.nz
For all of us to benefit from a quality parts and service provider it is absolutely crucial
that we support our dealerships. If you can’t resisted going to the internet for what you
might think are cheaper parts, at least give your dealer a chance to compete. Perhaps
something for us all to ponder! No importer, no dealer, NO BMWOR. We all need each
other, so how about we all stand together.
A piece of good news, MRC in Dunedin have just had a serous up grade to their
computer gear enabling them to service the latest BMW bikes

Bruce Crowther
(09) 401 0029
editor@bmwor.org.nz
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

But then what about the rest of the South Island, they have no service provider and for
me that’s just not good enough. The same goes for some large areas of the North
Island. As you travel about the country and pass by a BMW dealership, why not drop in
and say hello. The dealer will probably make you a coffee. This should top you up for a
few more miles and at the same time give you a chance to look over what they have in
stock.

Folker Liebenow
(06) 874 8506
membership@bmwor.org.nz
BMWOR GEAR

Well, it’s time for me to start the motor in my cycle and meander through some of our
wonderful back roads and all things being equal, which of course they are not, Ann and
I should be making some dust in the Molesworth and Rainbow with fellow members of
the Club right about now.

Ian Sowden
regalia@bmwor.org.nz
ARCHIVIST

Peter. a.k.a. Tibsy
(Note comments from Andy about MCR on Page 12 - Ed.)

As always - wheels down, feet up!

Paul Edlington
(09) 478 3903
pauledlington@xtra.co.nz

please note

Any material intended for publication in the
newsletter should reach the Editor no later
than the 15th day of the month preceding
publication. The newsletter is an open forum
for all members. Views expressed by
members may not necessarily represent the
views of BMWOR of NZ. Publication of all
material is subject to the Editor's discretion.
Photos are courtesy of article authors unless
otherwise specified.

Cover Girl
Cheryl Marquis has organised the Unsung Heroes of Newsletter folding night at
Elizabeth and David Boyes's house almost since Adam played fullback for the All
Blacks, in her guise as Madame Label. (Almost as dangerous as Madame Lash, but
without the whip marks.) She has an inbuilt head up display in her specs, I think. Even
when she appears to be concentrating on what her hands are doing, as in the photo,
she can still spot any miscreants who are not doing the task they've been allotted to
her satisfaction.
Scary!
Cheryl and partner Dave Morris were fittingly recognised with a Life Membership
Award for their contribution to the Register at this year's AGM.
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BMW Owners Register Risk Management Plan
Introduction:
The BMW Owners Register is an organisation whose members join together for rides to
nominated venues and for other social occasions. The organiser nominates the
destination and regrouping stages along the way, but otherwise has no influence upon
the way that riders behave on the road. There is no element of organised competition in
the rides.
Riding Code:

5. Ride organisers shall nominate the destination for the ride as well as any regrouping
locations or other stops. The organiser is not responsible for other riders' behaviour or
safety.
6. Riders shall ride at a speed and in a way that is comfortable for them. Do not ride
outside your personal comfort envelope.
7. If a rider is unfamiliar with the route, they shall arrange to follow another rider who does
know the way and who travels at a comfortable pace.

1. All register members on register rides shall do so as individuals responsible for their 8. Riders who decide to travel as a group shall adopt a staggered riding formation such
own safety and shall take into account the safety of others they encounter on the ride.
that there is an accepted following distance to the rider immediately in front. A reasonable
2. Register members are responsible for ensuring that their motorcycles are in a safe and following distance is indicated by a time of two seconds between riders for dry
conditions, and longer for inclement conditions and on loose surfaces.
legal condition, the minimum being to Warrant of Fitness standards.
3. Riders, pillions, and sidecar passengers where required, shall have as a minimum 9. The Organiser and or the Register are not responsible for participants' safety, and all
Standards New Zealand approved motorcycle helmets, and stout footwear, gloves and participants participate at their own risk. All participants are aware that they are travelling
on open public roads and are responsible for their own safety and compliance with all
clothing that will be capable of protecting their body in the event of a mishap.
Road Rules and Laws.
4. Register members are to go to the aid of any others suffering a mishap.

events calendar
2015 Rag Rally
28 - 29 March
Dave Taylor Memorial
Lodge, Pokaka (P14)
other events
BRONZ Ride Right, Ride Safe. A great
way to get to know your new bike. Usually
third Sunday of the month at the
Whenuapai Airbase. Contact Finn on 09
625 5533 or 027 484 6326 for details.
More detail at rrrs.org.nz - and they
can BRING THE COURSE TO YOU if
you can come up with the numbers and a
venue: speak to Finn.

bmwor area events
Please note that rides start at varying
times and/or places. Read the event
notices carefully and, if in doubt, contact
the Area Rep (details on rear cover) or
ride organiser (if noted) for assistance.
On most rides there is a rider briefing 5
minutes prior to departure, at which point
riders are expected to be ready to go with
bikes fuelled and bladders empty.
Every effort is made to ensure that details
of events are correct at the time of
printing. Please check the website
(http://bmwor.org.nz)
for
current
information on events or contact the local
Area Rep if you have any questions.

northland
I'll email you.

bay of plenty
Sunday 15th February – Kawhia
Annual Fish and Chip Run (with
options)
Depart Caltex Tauriko at 9:00am. Coffee
stop at Wharepapa South. Ride to
Ngutunui Rd and choose ROAD option
direct or GRAVEL option via Pirongia
West Rd with meet up at Kawhia for
lunch. Ride home as you please.

rangitikei
Sunday 8 February Ride to Hawkes Bay
RIC Don Cross
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Ride to Hawkes Bay with Don Cross.
Links with Hawkes Bay members.
The East coast members will meet us in
Waipukarau at 10.00 am and lead us on a
tour through their neck of the woods and
arrange a lunch venue for around 1.00
pm. We will then make our way home
after lunch. Don plans to meet at
Ashhurst ready to depart at 9.00am.
Tuesday 24 February Meal at Ashhurst
Inn at 7 30 pm Hosts Robin and Joy
Wood
Sunday 8 March Ride around Mt
Ruapehu RICs Peer Nielsen & Barry
Hawthorn
Tuesday 31 March Meal at Station
Hotel Hunterville at 7 30pm Host Peer
Nielsen
Sunday 12 April Ride to Staglands (
postponed from 2014) RIC Peter Truter
Tuesday 28 April Meal at Four Flames
Feilding at 7 00 pm (earlier time) Host
Shane O'Brien

east coast
Monthly gathering at the Puketapu
Hotel, 679 Puketapu Road, Puketapu.
Last Tuesday of each month from
6:30pm onwards.
Sunday 8 February – Ride to
Waipukurau to meet with Rangitikei
riders and show them Hawkes Bay back
roads and scenic vistas. We will meet up
with them at Latitude 40 South Café,
opposite the
railway
station,
in
Waipukurau at 10.00am. Lunch venue is
yet to be finalised.
Meet at Caltex
Omahu Road at 9:00am. All enquiries to
Norm on 06 877 3383.
Sunday 8 March – Ride and lunch to be
advised.
otago/southland
Sunday
15th
Februay:
Otago
Peninsula meander
April sometime: Kaka Point
May sometime: autumn colours lunch in
Lawrence
There's still room in that list for another
ride or two, suggestions welcome. More
details (meeting places stc.) will be
circulated by email closer to each ride. If
you aren't getting said email and think

you should, please drop me a line at
otagosouthland@bmwor.org.nz and I'll
update the email list to add whatever
address works best for you.

area reports
rangitikei

We reverted to a monthly ride as the
Christmas Dinner on 14 December had
to be cancelled for want of a quorum. So
Peer, Lis, Shane, Jill, Roger, Barry, Mark,
and Shane’s special guests from
Lithuania, Indre and Vytas, gathered at
Upokongaro, and rode to Raetihi via the
Raukawa Falls. Motorcyclists in Lithuania
are used to a flat landscape and straight
roads. The Paraparas were a biking
paradise by comparison. Lunch at Angel
Louise, with Christmas crackers and
chocolate kisses, was great. We were
honoured by the arrival of Ron
Rutherford, our only Life Member. He
brought the map of his travels from Chile
to the frozen north of Canada. He was
able to compare notes with Indre and
Vytas. Ron rode a Triumph and our
modern day adventurers are on a Suzuki
V Strom. Both are powered by a 650
engine.
We left Raetihi after inspecting Ron’s
1935 Riley Kestrel vintage car. What a
beauty!!! We travelled from Raetihi to
Upokongaro via the River Road, stopping
at the church at Jerusalem, the flour mill
at Kawana and the café at Matahiwi. Yes
we were all tourists.
The final stop for photos was at the top of
the Gentle Annie.
There is no better way to travel in a group
than with excellent group skills. Peer and
Lis were our RIC, and fluoro jacketed
Roger was our TEC. Fantastic job done
well. Thanks.
As Heather and I followed along in the
car, there were several moments when
we could see all 6 bikes in front of us, in
line astern, travelling at moderate speed,
well-spaced, and riding as skilled riders
do. Magnificent .... BMWOR at its best.
This was the last Register event for the
year. If 2015 turns out to be as glorious

We opened our account for the new year
with a ride from the Mint Café in Bulls on
11 January. Roger, Barry, Neville and I set
forth to the Bridge Café at Ballance via

Kakariki, Tokorangi, Stanway, Vinegar Hill,
Ohingaiti, Rangiwahia, Cheltenham, and
Ashhurst. We were just taking off our
riding gear at the café when President
Peter and Secretary David arrived. We
were all exactly on time. The reason for
the
gathering
was to sort out
last
minute
details related
to the Rally.
The Rally is now
over so Barry,
Jeanette,
Neville,
Kay,
Peer, Paul, Neil ,
Brenda, Roger,
Heather and I
can return to
our
normal
selves. It has
been
an
interesting and

fascinating experience. We wish whoever
picks up the baton for the 2016 Rally the
very best of luck.
Lance Nixon 1550
Rangitikei Area Representative - until 1
March 2105
Photos, top to bottom.
• Meeting
of
travellers:
Ron
Rutherford #18, Rangitikei's only
Life Member, shares some travel
experiences with Vytas and Indre at
the Angel Louise cafe, Raetihi.
• Group photo. At the Gentle Annie (
River Road) L to R: Barry,
Heather,Mark, Shane, Indre, Vytas,
Lis, Jill, Peer, Lance. (Roger was on
camera duties)
• Shane O’Brien’s Lithuanian special
guests, Indre (left)and Vytas (right)
Leonvicius, are used to flat and
straight Lithuanian
roads. They
were in awe of the Paraparas and
the Whanganui River Road.
(I know, I know, bloody V-Stroms. I only
work with the stuff people send me.
Neither Lance, Barry nor I can be
blamed if visitors from the Baltic States
share our impeccable taste and cheap
nature. Ed.)

NOT A V-STROM!
When completed this
will be the Deus ex
Machina version of the
R Nine T.

as our ride on 14 December, we are in for
a great time.
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east coast
Our final get together for the year was a
barbecue hosted by Robyn and Warren
Welch at their home on the outskirts of
Havelock North. After the temperature
reaching 30 degrees the previous
Sunday, this
changeable
summer
decided on a 13 degree day. We all
arrived by car and had a very pleasant
afternoon.
Warren cooked sausages,
steak and chicken wings outside, and we
tucked into a lovely meal with salads,
followed by dessert, and then coffee and
Christmas cake. Warren and Robyn were
superb hosts and we were in no hurry to
go home. Thanks to them both for
hosting us, and hopefully summer will
now settle down so we can enjoy some
rides around the countryside.

Above: Some big plates of tucker getting attention at the Barbie at the Welch's, but a 13 degree day meant no takers for the pool.

Below: Ready for the off from Maccas for the January Ride, and all BMWs. Rangitikei and Bwucie take note!!
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January Ride.
We don’t normally schedule a ride in
January but with the Annual Rally being
late in the month, a good number of us
met on the second Sunday for a ride to
Dannevirke for lunch. We took the long
way round, meeting in Havelock North,
then travelling down Kahuranaki Road to
Elsthorpe and out to SH2 at Waipawa.
We met Dan and Rosemary at the BP
Waipawa, then headed down to
Waipukurau where we realised we’d lost
a couple of bikes and the TEC. The word
got through that one of our number was
unable to restart at Waipawa and so we
were three people short. We continued
on to Porangahau and wound our way via
Wimbledon
and
Weber,
towards
Dannevirke. Close to Dannevirke the
TEC, who’d ridden down SH2, caught up
with us and resumed his duties. He had
missed out on the sheep on the road, the
lovely little ginger kitten that ran across in
front of us, and the melting tar. However,
he did experience some of the wind we
struck between Weber and Dannevirke.
By the time we arrived at the lunch stop
we were all pretty hot and were happy to
strip off our riding clothes and enjoy a
cool drink. Gerard and Cathy joined us
and our group of more than a dozen
enjoyed a prolonged chat over lunch.
When it was time to leave we went our
separate ways, some visiting friends,
others up SH2 or turning off at Highway
50 (where one later reported it was 31.5
degrees as he rode through Tikokino).
After Waipawa, we took Middle Road and
as usual there was very little traffic. It was
a good day out in good company, but just
a little hot for my liking. It seems that one
of our members had a battery problem
and couldn’t continue the ride. I think
this is the first time, since we joined the
Hawkes Bay group, that one of us has
failed to complete a ride through bike
problems.
Marie Nichol

Murchison for fuel, coffee and food. We
then followed the Buller River down to
the left turn at Inangahua through to
Reefton and on to Stillwater for ride to
the night’s accommodation at Moana.
Interestingly upon turning into the motel
the headlight assembly on the Nash’s
F650GS (800) fell off on to the beak for
no apparent reason both bolts having
been lost. However, the use of duck tape
and the availability of cable ties affected a
temporary fix. By this time the weather
was looking decidedly dodgy so we took
the offer (from the local Pub) of the
courtesy van to travel to and from the Pub
for dinner. The next morning as predicted
the rain was ‘precipitating’ down so it
was going to be a full ‘wets’ day. At the

suggestion of the local publican we
visited the local garage re the fallen
headlight assembly the proprietor was
very helpful found a couple of bolts cut
them down to fit along with washers and
spring
washers
and
readjusted
headlights all for $20. The business is
‘Lake Brunner Service Centre 2137
Arnold Valley Road Moana’ it will be
useful to note this helpful organisation for
future reference.
On Friday the ride from Lake Brunner
took us out to SH73 down through
Kumara Junction to Hokitika for fuel and
comfort and then on south to Ross for
Coffee and sustenance from Ross we
continued south in increasingly heavy
rain to Franz Joseph for a bowl of hot

Above: West Coast living up to its reputation for precipitation.
Below: Dave, Peter and Bruce at Milford Sound - NOT raining.

wellington
Wellington OR Members Ride to and
from the South Island RAG Rally in
Haast
Three bikes with three riders and two
pillions assembled to catch the 08:30
InterIslander ferry Kaitaki on Thursday 20
November for the ride down to the South
Island RAG Rally in Haast starting on the
Friday night. The group consisted of
Peter & Jenny Nash, Bruce & Virginia
Frost and Dave Oldershaw. The Rally
being the excuse to spend 8 days riding
in the South Island with bucket listed first
time visits, for 3 of the group, to Milford
Sound and Lake Brunner.
We arrived in Picton around midday on
the Thursday and set out for the ride
down to Moana – Lake Brunner, the first
night’s accommodation.
The route
followed all being on tar seal through to
Blenheim down the Wairau Valley for a
comfort stop in St Arnaud then on to
february 2015 | bmwor newsletter | 7

soup for lunch.
Continuing south
through a lot of standing water with one
example being deep enough to wash
Peter’s feet off the footrests the other
two following riders saw this and found a
shallower way through. The positive to
come out of this was the deep water
washed all the muck off the bottom of the
bash plate and engine. The rain meant
that a lot of the surrounding scenery in
this area was shrouded in cloud we were
glad to arrive at the Top 10 Holiday Park
in Haast and to change out of wet gloves
and boots etc. A number of rally
attendees had already arrived and others
drifted in as the afternoon progressed.
That evening the local hotel provided a
continuous shuttle service between the
motel and the pub and back again we had
a great night of meeting fellow members
and enjoying the whitebait fritters and a
few drinks the rain continued all night.
Saturday dawned to continuing rain and
we were getting prepared for the late
morning ride down to Jackson Bay with
the added attraction of a crayfish lunch it
was not to be as the road was closed by a
slip. The rain started to clear during the
afternoon so we walked to the nearby
information centre and museum and
spent an hour or so looking at the
interesting history of the area. We
returned to the Motel and had a few
drinks with the other members in the late
afternoon sun before walking over to the
Pub for another evening of good food and
good company. The rally group basically
took the Bar over and rearranged the
tables into one long table able to
accommodate almost all of the Rally
attendees the Hotel management did not
mind as the group was spending freely
basically a great night was had by all.
Sunday morning was cool, clear and
sunny ideal motorcycling weather the
Wellington contingent were riding from
Haast to Te Anau that day via the Haast
Pass, Crown Range, Kingston arm of
Lake Wakatipu, Five Rivers and
Mossburn. Some great video was taken
over this route with the GoPro camera
and we stopped at the Gates of Haast
where more video and photos were
taken. A coffee and snack stop was made
at the Cardrona Hotel before continuing
southward with lunch taken at the cafe at
the Five Rivers intersection. Interestingly,
there were 4 or 5 Policemen having lunch
at this cafe all obviously belonging to the
patrol cars parked out front. Given the
fact we were only a few days out from the
start of the Bert Munro Challenge the
point was taken and we were very
circumspect re our speed after departing
for Mossburn for a quick fuel stop and
then on to Te Anau. The group were all
staying at the Te Anau Top 10 Holiday
Park which is only a couple of hundred
metres from the main street in Te Anau
also 2 of the group are members of the
Top 10 Club which results in a 10%
reduction in accommodation fees. A
wander around the town and a couple of
8 | bmwor newsletter | february 2015

beers at one of the local Pubs was
followed by Chinese Takeaways for
dinner at the Motel and an early night
completed a great days riding. The plan
for Monday was to ride up and back to
Milford Sound.

decided to run back again avoiding the
front wheel of his bike by about 300mm.
The verdict from those following was that
had the two connected the Hare would
have died the Peter would have gone up
the road off the bike as well.

The weather forecast for Monday noted
the likelihood of showers in the afternoon
in the Milford Sound area. The morning
was clear and sunny so the ride over to
Milford Sound provided some great video
opportunities of this outstanding scenic
area our videoing included riding through
the Homer Tunnel. We stopped at ‘The
Chasm’ did the bush walk up to the
chasm while 2 of the team were on Kea
watch looking after the bikes, we
swapped over to let them go up to the
Chasm. We watched a banded Kea, a bit
like saying a ‘patched member’ of the
Kea gang, run across the car park like Mr
Bean and just as funny. We continued
down to Milford Sound had coffee balked
at the $99 each for a short boat ride, took
photos with Mitre Peak in the
background. More video/photos were
taken on the return journey with a stop at
the Mirror Lakes completing an excellent
day’s ride.

Thursday was a rest day in that we rode
for an hour up to Hanmer Springs for the
day and night, took the spring waters in
the morning and again in the afternoon,
brilliant. During our wanderings in the
village we met Selwyn and Elizabeth
Meaclem who are OR members now
managing the former Hanmer Springs
Forestry Camp (phone 03-315 7202)
which offers cabin type accommodation;
ideal when groups ride through the
Molesworth and the Rainbow roads well
worth remembering for the future. We
also found a value for money eating place
O’Flynns Irish Pub which is between the
Monteiths Pub and a local Deli, mains
from $17 good value.

Tuesdays ride was from Te Anau to
Twizel back the way we had come on
Sunday going on to Cromwell for lunch
then over Lindis Pass and on to Twizel
where 3 of us stayed at the Ruataniwha
Holiday Park and 2 stayed in Twizel at the
Colonial Motel. Another great day’s riding
through spectacular scenery particularly
through the Kawarau Gorge and over
Lindis Pass. The view out back of the
motel unit yielded a sight not seen in
suburban Wellington a couple of wild
rabbits feed on the lawn.
As we came north we had managed to
keep one step ahead of a southerly
weather front coming through and the
ride on Wednesday followed this theme
however the westerly wind blowing and
gusting as we rode from Twizel to Lake
Tekapo rivalled anything the writer has
ridden in around Wellington and on the
Rimutaka Hill. We stopped at Lake
Tekapo for breakfast continuing on
through to Fairlie although we managed
to pick up a Police escort from Tekapo to
Burkes Pass. As the week went on we
noticed a big increase in the number of
bikes heading south towards Invercargill
and the Burt Munro this would have been
the reason for increased Police activity.
The ride continued through Geraldine
and then on to route 72 the inland scenic
route, Bruce & Virginia peeled off here to
go Christchurch to spend time with
family. The scenic highlights of this route
are large landscapes and skies along with
the Rakaia and Waimakariri Gorges. We
stopped at TV Chef Jo Seager’s cafe in
Oxford for lunch well worth the stop, and
then continued on to the night's stop at
Amberley. It was on this stage that Peter
had a ‘hairy’ moment when a large fully
grown Hare ran across the road and then

We had an early start on Friday needing
to get through to Picton by Midday to
catch the 1:15 Ferry back to Wellington.
The ride took us through Waiau and over
Mount Lyford on the inland route to
Kaikoura again great scenery with big
landscapes and skies, lots of one way
bridges great road and no traffic. We ate
in Kaikoura and then headed north we
were held up momentarily around
Dashwood by a truck that had dropped a
big load of empty wine bottles on the
road with a team of people clearing up. I
guess some wineries bottling activities
have been interrupted the glass looked to
be about 300mm deep and also spread
down the hillside. The ferry sailing home
was calm and uneventful arriving back in
Wellington around 5pm.
This was a great 2400Km ride in the
South Island with really only one wet
riding day which is pretty good when the
changeable spring weather is considered
roll on next year’s South Island RAG
Rally. Our thanks go to Tony and Andy for
their time and effort in organising this
year’s rally.
Peter Nash
Impromptu ride to Akitio
Tuesday 30 December saw 3 Wellington
OR members meet at the Caltex
Rimutaka for a 09:00 departure to the
Wairarapa for the first part of the ride to
Akitio on the East Coast, 70 Kms east of
Dannevirke. It was noted prior to our
departure that 4 or 5 other riders on a
variety of multi cylinder sports bikes were
gassing up and revving up in what looked
like preparation for another round of the
Rimitaka Hill TT so we were pleased
when they departed well ahead of us.
Our 3 riders were Dave Oldershaw, Dave
Hubble and Peter Nash. While waiting for
the off Dave O phoned Tibsy and set up a
coffee stop at Casa Del Tibsy on our way
to Route 52 and on to Pongaroa. We
arrived a bit after 10am and a very
pleasant and much appreciated hour was

spent with Peter and Ann. It is clear that
while Tibsy is rehabbing his shoulder
after surgery he is missing his bike and I
know from personal experience how
frustrating this is.
We departed for Pongaroa and the ride
met the regularl users of this road, Rural
Post drivers, stock trucks and a mob of
calves being driven towards us and the
odd ‘escaped’ sheep running free,
however no dramas and we all arrived at
Pongaroa where it was decided to have
lunch. One of the features of this ride is it
offered both a sealed and gravel option
for getting to Akitio, Dave H decided to
ride his K1200 via Waione and the sealed
River road and Dave O and Peter travelled
on the Coast road which is partially
gravel, however, both choices offered
interesting scenery. Akitio looked to be a
popular seaside holiday village with a
Dairy come Camp store being the only
shop, lots of people, boats, surf casting
etc with an impressive surf beach with
Norfolk pines lining the seaward side of
the Esplanade. It was the first time that all
of us had been there and it would make a
great future picnic ride.
Our exit from Akitio was via the River road
which follows the Akitio River 30 odd Ks
back to Route 52 at Waione from here we
rode via Weber to Dannevirke and it was
very hot so it was fuel and coffee at the
local BP Servo. The ride home took us
through the Manawatu Gorge and down

Route 57 through Shannon joining SH1
south of Levin. The ride south
encountered a heavy rain squall at Otaki
and Peter and Dave O opted to put the
‘wets’ on at the Red House Café at Te
Horo and Dave H passed us and rode on
home. The rain had stopped by the time
we got to Waikanae the rest of the ride
home was uneventful.

workshop having a clutch replacement.
William’s bike is always in superb nick
and William is an excellent rider so it was
great to have him back in the group.

This was a great one day ride and for the
writer it was 474 km home to home ride
to a place on roads less well travelled
through a variety of interesting scenic
country and different road surfaces.
Peter Nash

As we parked up at St Arnaud for some
of us to buy lunch, Stuart from Kaikoura
joined us on his way to see family in
Nelson. We haven’t seen Stuart since he
and Alan met us at Rai Valley to ride to
Penzance Bay in 2013 so there was
some catching up to do.

nelson
January 2015 Ride Report
Thanks Dale, for organising the ride while
Revti and I were attending to family
following my father’s sudden death on
Christmas day.
Seven riders, and myself and young
Ethan as pillions met at Three Brothers
Corner to head south to St Arnaud/Lake
Rotoiti.
After Dale put the word out in December
that he was after a GS to replace his
R1100R, immediate past Area Rep,
Graham Rogers answered his call and
Dale is now the proud owner of a much
loved, well travelled F650GS
We were mighty pleased to see William
after his R1200GS had been in the

After a quick catch up and New Year
greetings we rode off via 88 Valley into a
blustery south-westerly. This route is an
excellent riding road through mixed
farmland.

Peter from Ngakuta Bay also rode up the
Wairau Valley to join us at the Lake on his
newly restored R100.
As usual there was much to muse on
with the
R1200GS
clutch
refit,
suggested beautifications to Peter
Wood’s
R1100GS
by
Matthias,
comparisons between Dale’s R1100R
and the F650GS, the chain oil dispenser
on Stuart’s F700 (Revti has already
ordered one on-line), new vinyl on
Matthias’ R1200GS bumble bee beast,
and much admiration of Peter Unger’s
beautiful R100.
Our dust muncher Tony was feeling the
effects of an extended family gathering
and headed off early before we all
reluctantly re-kitted in the heat and rode
off, enjoying the tail wind home.
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Dale, Ethan, William, Peter, Mark, Revti
and I are looking forward to catching up
with fellow riders at the Whanganui Rally
and AGM.
Sue Verma

Never seems to hard to find some BIG
scenery for a pick-a-nick possie in the
Sarf Ireland... .
Beats me how you all handle the
'WOW!' of it all the time. Don't you
Nelsonians get sensory overload?

otago/southland
Spring was rather wet in the deep south,
which contributed to nothing getting
organised before the SI RAG rally in
November. On the way back from that a
plan was hatched to head up to the
classic racing at The Levels, a rather fine
day out. Reminded me of the local bikers
cafe back when I was first riding, seeing a
ring-ding Elsie showing a clean pair of
wheels to a Le Mans.
A few weeks later we headed down into
the Catlins to the Whistling Frog. You
don't get rainforest without rain, but on
the day we only got rain while we were
under cover eating lunch. As a mostly GS
group
(every
generation
was
represented) we were happy to take in a
bit of gravel on the way to afternoon
coffee in Gore – the show of hands after
lunch was unanimous, and the R65 rider
who claimed that said bike was fine on
such surfaces was able to confirm that
their theory was correct when we
emerged at the other end.
I was chatting to Rick at MCR over the
Christmas break and he mentioned that
the latest BMW diagnostic/servicing
computer gear had just arrived (his IT guy
was on the way to get it installed in the
workshop). So the facilities are here in
Dunedin for even the most recent bikes.
Andy H.
Haast in November – that was the rally
that was (wet)
Ah Haast, where the Top10 receptionist
tells you that if you can see the gate at
the end of the driveway then it will be
raining soon. No such suspense on the
Friday afternoon as most of us arrived;
I'm not certain that's the wettest I've ever
been on a motorcycle, but I've ridden a
lot in Scotland and yet I can't remember
being wetter. It had been fine when we
left Dunedin, but passed from humid to
10 | bmwor newsletter | february 2015

Above: There is a BMW connection, when Geoff isn't making the Manx Norton go
implausibly quickly he sometimes pilots a S10i00RR.
Below: Catlins cafe carpark filled with BMWs and riders.

the

“What are you going to do,” the
homeowner asks?
The bear remover arrives, and gets out
of his van. He’s got a ladder, a baseball
bat, a shotgun and a mean old pit bull.
A man wakes up one morning in Alaska
to fi nd a bear on his roof. So he looks in
the yellow pages and sure enough,
there’s an ad for ‘Bear Removers.’ He
calls the number, and the bear remover
says he’ll be over in 30 minutes.
Grin and Bear It!

So that was the 2014
South Island RAG Rally.
Organisation was, I'll
concede, lightweight (we
booked and let you know
but didn't hear back / yep,
I was busy with baby
goats arriving almost
daily / so we didn't know
Magnificent view of the Cascade River; when I was there a if it was still on so we
few hours earlier the DOC sign by the road was barely
came anyway because
visible...
we had the room booked
Both these photos by Peter Bath.
/ yep, that's what I figured

No amount of searching through all
three computers in the household is
finding it, so if there is an affronted
member out there, I am sorry, it is all my
bad. I have a memory of saving the file
without reading it, but damned if I know
where it's at now.

to

And I'll never have the recipe again.

Bwucie has an uneasy feeling I have
lost another article about the journey to
the South Island RAG, possibly from a
Nelson member.

shotgun

I don't think that I can take it
'Cos it took so long to make it

Saturday
afternoon
improved, walks on the
beach
were
enjoyed
followed by a balmy
evening stroll to the pub
and back. On Sunday
morning we went our
separate ways into a day
that was already fine and
became very hot, at least
in Otago. Lunch in the
Cardrona Hotel and a sun
drenched crossing of the
Crown Range were just
two high points of a great
ride home.

HUZZADICK?

the

Someone left the GS in the Rain

As for next year, as I stood up after dinner
to thank the cooks and those who had
come to eat with us somebody
whispered in my ear that I should
announce Twizel as the next venue.
Maybe it was the near empty jug of Macs,
maybe it was mouth ahead of brain, but I
did what I was told. So let's not get too
set on exactly Twizel, there are options
around Lake Ohau as well. Left to me
there'll be a place suggested to book
yourself into if you want a bed, a catering
plan that hopefully this time will work out,
and a selection of fine roads with
assorted surfaces for us to choose from
and explore. I might even get round to
assembling an email list of potential
attendees... Low key works for me, but if
anybody is keen for a bit more
organization by all means leap in and
provide it!
Andy H.

“I’m going to put this ladder up against
the roof, then I’m going to go up there
and knock the bear off the roof with this
baseball bat. When the bear falls off, the
pit bull is trained to grab his testicles
and not let go. The bear will then be
subdued enough for me to put him in
the cage in the back of the van.”

And then on towards Jackson Bay. A slip
indeed blocked the road. We wailed, we
gnashed our teeth, we dug at the dirt
until our fingers bled, we wept at the
thought of the crayfish lunch that was not
to be. OK, not all of that is literally true.
Three of us watched as an arguably
undersized digger grappled with a rock
blocking more than half the road. At first
it seemed the driver was
using said rock as an
anchor point to drag his
machine around, but
after a while he got it in
the right embrace and
gradually waltzed it off
the carriageway. So we
were able to reach
Jackson Bay, but of
course the Craypot was
unoccupied. A fine lunch
(the fish of the day was
excellent) awaited us in
Haast;
I
fear
the
proprietor of the Craypot
was more bereft.

would happen). I honestly don't know
how many turned up. I was expecting
twenty-something, then there was the
bonus of a bunch more I wasn't
expecting. So let's say thirty, give or take.
I hope you had as much fun as I did.

He hands
homeowner.

Special mention has to go to the Nelson
group, who contrived to approach from
the south. I understand that some tarseal
was ridden en-route, but that may have
resulted
from
a
navigational
inconvenience. There was also a
suggestion that a few had taken
advantage of the water crossings to
undertake immersion cleaning of their
machines. Some more than once; such

So to Saturday morning, where we awoke
to improving (but still with a long way to
go) weather. And to terrible news. Slips
had blocked the road to Jackson Bay.
Some hardy souls set out despite the
waterlogged roads (“personal flotation
devices should be worn at all times”
might have been a sensible safety
briefing). The Cascade Saddle road was
an easy gravel ride despite the rain; either
it's much improved since I was last down
that way or these Metzler Karoo 3's turn
me into an off-road god. Alas (for my ego)
there are culverts and vast quantities of
new metal where once there were offcamber washouts.

“What’s the shotgun for?” asks the
homeowner.

But be not downhearted. Rather check in,
array the room with sodden gear that ain't
going to dry anytime soon given the
relative (absolute?) humidity, and do what
any sensible person would do. Hail the
courtesy minibus to the bar down the
road, settle in front of the fire, eat well
and drink contentedly, and swap stories
of biking and whatever with like minded
souls.

dedication to spotlessness is laudable.

“If the bear knocks me off the roof,
shoot the dog.”

hostile somewhere just past Hawea and
by Makarora Paul and I looked at each
other and agreed that another hour was
survivable but if we took off wet gloves
and jackets to drink hot coffee then we
wouldn't be putting them back on.
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Submitting pictures for uploading onto the BMWOR NZ photo site
GUIDELINES FOR HAVING PHOTOS UPLOADED ONTO THE NATIONAL
PICTURE SITE
The hosting site Flickr, is intended for members to share original photos and video that
they themselves have created. We can't really upload anything that isn't ours. By
submitting a picture for upload you are in fact giving us the right to use it as if it were
ours. Youtherefore need to have personally taken or own the photos that you submit.
Photos collected or copied from around the internet (e.g. a great pic of Michael Dunlop
riding to victory in the Isle of Man on his S1000RR) can't be uploaded onto our site
unless one of our members actually took it themselves. (It will be possible to share
other interesting photos found on the internet through the Forum site) When we
upload your photo we will acknowledge it as being submitted by yourself. We
will not be uploading video at this stage.
Photo files can be emailed to - photos@bmwor.org.nz . If you use this option, the following file size is recommended -1024x768
("Large" Windows Explorer resize) > 1 MB getting too large (in JPEG format). Larger files would need to be sent through
"Dropbox". (If you use this app, just copy them into a folder in it and then share it with photos@bmwor.org.nz )
Photo files pertaining to a ride or event need to be grouped into a set/album
and each set/album given:
1 An Area code - (NLD, AUK, BOP, ECO, RAN, WEL, MRL, NEL, CAN, OTA etc.) (groups from different areas could do the same
ride e.g. the Molesworth)
2 A Brief name - for ride/event
3 A Date- (same ride/event may be repeated annually)
You can provide a title/caption for a photo by renaming the pic file (Once uploaded, more details can be provided by adding a
"comment" from within Flickr.)
If photos are submitted according to the above, we will do our best to get them uploaded with the minimum of delay.
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Support Your Club Members:
These Biker Friendly
Businesses Are Run By
BMWOR Members.

BOB & MAXINE’S BACKPACKERS

20 PATON PL (OFF ORAKA ST AT START OF THE MILFORD RD), TE ANAU
Phone (03) 249 7429 or email
bob.anderson@woosh.co.nz
• The best backpackers in Te Anau
• Superb views of Mt Luxmore
• 3 bedrooms with 6 bunks each BMWOR
price $30 per person
• 1 twin room with ensuite BMWOR price
$80
• 2 high class double rooms sharing a
bathroom BMWOR price $94
• Big, fully equipped kitchen, huge
common room with satellite TV and log
burner,
• Wifi now included in the tariff
• Heat pumps supporting the log burner
• Owners long time BMWOR members
• Garage for bikes available on request
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2015 RAG* Rally
Taylor Memorial Lodge, Pokaka

Saturday 28 March - Sunday 29 March 2015
Cost: $40.00 per person (plus $15 for a badge). Includes lodge accommodation/camping and the spit roast on Saturday night.
You will need: a tent and bedroll if you’re camping (dormitory accommodation is available for about 50 people - first up, best room),
sleeping bag, cup, plate and eating irons.
Please note: Each person to bring vegetables and/or salad for the community pot.
How to get there: Pokaka is on State Highway 4 between National Park and Raetahi
From the North: From National Park, pass through Waikune and Erua. After passing under the Makatote Viaduct, look for road
sign 'Taylor Memorial Lodge and Pokaka' on the right side of road, pointing across the road, in the direction of the mountain. From
Raetahi, pass through Tohunga Junction (joins up with highway 49 and Ohakune) Horopito, then look for road sign 'Taylor
Memorial Lodge and Pokaka' on left side of road, pointing across the road, in the direction of the mountain.
To secure and pay for your entry, either:
• fill out the booking form below, attach your cheque and post it to RAG Rally, PO Box 109-245, Newmarket, Auckland 1149; OR
• send an email to secretary@bmwor.org.nz with RAG Rally in the subject line with the details required on the booking form
below in the text and pay by internet banking to the BMWOR 'Event' account 15 3973 0032424 00 (please include your
surname as the payee and 'RAG' as a reference).
Please note: 2015 RAG Rally badges will only be available for entries received by 5:00 pm FRIDAY 27 February, otherwise
bookings must be received by Friday 13 March for catering purposes.

.....................................................................................................................................................................................

RAG* Rally Booking Form
Name ...........................................................................
Please book me and the following people:

Membership No .............................
...............................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................
Number of people attending ........... @ $40.00 each = $..........................
Number of badges required ............ @ $15.00 each = $..........................My cheque for $ ........................ is attached.
*RAG stands for Rough As Guts, but it isn't really.
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Open Letter to BMWOR Members: an opportunity to join Dave Morris and
verify that BMWOR is for the birds - a Poultry Tale.

Living with an R1200ST

Dawn Chorus Camp
Are you going to the RAG Rally this year at Pokaka? An invitation is extended to
members to join myself and some unconfirmed others at the Pureora Forest and
camp overnight to hear the dawn chorus of native birds at the break of day.
The Location of Pureora Forest Park is west of Taupo, on State Highway 30. Close to
Barryville.
There is a side trip planned to the Geographical centre of the North Island if there is
an expression of interest. (It is a GS ride and is within the boundary of the Park.)
When: Friday 27 March
Cost: There is a charge for a tent site. (DOC graded Standard campsite.)
Standard campsites have a more limited range of facilities and services. Toilets
(usually composting or pit variety) water supply (tap, stream, or lake) and vehicle or
boat access. Wood barbeques and fireplaces, showers (cold), picnic tables, a cooking
shelter and rubbish bins may be provided.
Fees: Adult - $6 per night.
http://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-stay/conservationcampsites-by-region/waikato/waitomo-pureora/ngaherenga/
• Yes that is the same weekend as the RAG Rally, and the reason Dawn Chorus
Ride is that weekend.
• Closest petrol north of Pureora Forest is Whakamaru.
• Riders need to be self sufficient as we are in an isolated area. The nearest town is
Mangakino or Whakamaru.
• Insect repellent is a must. (But it’s not as bad as Milford Sound!)
• We will stop at Taumaruniu for breakfast on the way to RAG.
Last year a number of members from Wellington and East Coast Branches joined me
and we had a very relaxing time around the BBQ table talking (mostly) bike stories. It
was written-up and appeared in the Newsletter.
Dave Morris
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At 140,000k’s on the R1100RS’s speedo
it was time for a change of bike. Not
because it was causing problems, it was
just time for a change to a 1200. We’d
been watching the new 1200GS’s rolling
around the countryside and our interest
had been raised. Then Ray Holmes at the
Mount started to get in the new ST’s.
The first impression was, “Oh my god,
what have they done with the styling?”
After a few more visits we committed to
one, and in April 2005 we rolled out the
door with our new bike. It was, of course,
raining!
The first few rides were a tad
disappointing; the rear suspension just
couldn’t handle two-up, and certainly
wasn’t going to with luggage. It was back
to Robert Taylor at Ohlins for a solution.
Looking back we should have spent
more time with him getting it “properlysorted” from day-one, but we eventually
got there. We went from a 17NM spring
to a 24 NM with appropriate dampening
curves for rebound and compression. An
Ohlins front shock with softer spring than
standard followed soon after.
The first night ride proved that BMW
knew what they were doing regarding
lighting, but the styling was taking time
to get me won over. Still, you can’t see it
when you are on it. It has chewed
through a number of bulbs though. The

battery died in the 1st year of ownership.
Unbeknownst to me when the voltage
drops, and you keep trying to start it, the
computer locks you out. Fortunately it left
us stranded on our own driveway rather
than somewhere remote. It did require
trailering to the Mount for Ray’s team to
unlock the computer and install a new
battery. Not what I expected. A battery
tender has kept things going since then.
We noticed that the kick in torque that
the 1100 gave us was missing, but we
were travelling faster, just not aware of it.
When I couldn’t remember how fast we
were going the Highway Patrol kindly
reminded me - they wrote it down and
posted it to me with a nice coloured
portrait…
The day we got the bike it was raining
and heading into an early winter. I’d
figured that one of the switches on the
cluster was for the heated grips. Not
having had them on any previous bike I
was dubious. Over the Mamaku’s it was
cold. Switched on the grips and 10 k’s
later I was a convert. A few months later
however, seems there wasn’t enough
clearance for the grips when they got hot
and they became heated grips with a
cruise control function i.e. they would
stick in position, not good when slowing
for corners.
The ability to raise and lower the front
seat is boon. It is probably not the most
comfortable bike we have owned and I
usually need to get off every 120 k’s or so
to stretch the legs and get the pain out of
the bum. Lowered pegs would be an
advantage and there is plenty of
clearance to accommodate that. The
bars were a tad too low for me, and a

quick look suggested that if I dropped the
bars down the fork leg and took the
adjustors out I could get the bars higher.
Hey presto – one cheap fix.
At 100,000 k’s the bearing in the final
drive began to fail. 10,000 k’s later it
looked as though it had failed again. On
inspection Darryl at the Mount found the
surface that the bearing sat on was
wearing. Some more metal was laid
down, lathed to tolerance and the rear
wheel is tighter than it has been for a long
time. Possibly constant two-up riding
before the rear suspension was sorted
may have added extra stress to the
bearing and its surfaces?
We have taken the ST to the South Island
more than any other bike we’ve owned
and plan on heading south again in
February. With the suspension sorted the
bike is a joy to travel on with lots of gear
in the panniers and in the Motard soft
bag on the rack. It is due for a service in
January before we depart and I have
some Rocket Sprockets from Boxer
Performance in Australia (http://boxerperformance.com/rocket-sprokets/)
to
install that will bring the torque curve
further down the rev range. It should
make it easier to ride all round from
reports.
(Copied from the Web Forum: "I have
very recently had installed a set of Rocket
Sprockets into our R1200ST. These
advance the timing of the valves and
effectively allow you to access the torque
curve 800-1000 rpm lower. I've only been
on one ride since with a pillion and the
difference is noticeable with instant
pickup, even in higher gears. I obtained

my sprockets second hand through the
For Sale section of this website, but new
are manufactured and supplied by Boxer
Performance in Melbourne http://boxerperformance.com/rocket-sprockets/. The
sprockets are available for R1100R1200's excluding twin cam models.
These to me have been the second best
addition to the bike since the Ohlins, and
are not expensive. With 130,000 k's on
the ST it now accelerates as I thought a
1200cc bike should." - sounds like a
good outcome. Ed.)
The bike now has 130,000 k’s on it and
the styling is finally growing on me. I think
it may actually become a classic seriously. At 14,000 k’s on average a year
it has rarely let us down, and taken us lots
of places in these funny little islands of

ours. Like other BMW’s I’ve owned, in
bad to atrocious weather I’ve been glad
I’ve been on my BMW rather than other
bikes we’ve also owned. I know not many
ST’s were sold worldwide, and we have
probably seen less than 5 of them as we
have travelled around in the last 9 years.
Where are they?
Greg Steward. #1154

Peter Bath and his GS keeping the marque in the
public eye at the Elite National Road Cycling
Championships. The photo is by rickoshayphotos,
with their permission.
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welcome

A warm welcome to our new members this month:
Kevan Wong, from Tauranga
Rick Ratcliff, from Dunedin

We hope you’ll take part in many of your local and national events. Your Area Rep will
be pleased to introduce you to other members in your area.
Our monthly newsletter is an open forum for all members. If you fancy having a story
(and photos) published about your ride, the rebuild of your bike, a book you might
have read or a movie you have seen lately, or just want to get something off your
chest about how the club is going, then get in touch with the Editor no later than the
15th day of the month preceding publication. We welcome your contribution.

Left: the R80/7 was expolice before it was
reinvented.

As you will see in the minutes (P20) the decision has
been taken to directly contact every current member
of the Register at the end of the financial year to
remind them that subscriptions are due. Email will be
the method of delivery of this reminder to most of
you, post to those without email.
It is apparent that some of you can miss posts on our
website, in the Web Forum, and three editions of the
Newsletter (June, July, August), where this advice is
normally published and be unaware that subs are
due. The effect is that after August, if you haven’t
renewed, you will not get a Newsletter, and we lose
contact with you: not our wish, and perhaps not yours
either.

Right: the R100/7 was a
private commission.

MEMBERSHIP CONTACT DETAILS

We have made frequent appeals to you to update
your contact details, but we still find some
Newsletters being returned, ‘Gone, no address’ and a
LOT more email addresses that are not correct, on
the order of 15% of you for email. So the Committee
will attempt to remind you, but it can only do that if
your contact details are correct.

Couple of
earlier builds
from Deus ex
Machina.

Edna replied, “He didn’t hang
himself, I put him there to dry. How
soon can I go home?”

“I have concluded that your act
displays sound mindfulness. The
bad news is, Ralph hung himself in
the bathroom with his bathrobe
belt right after you saved him. I am
so sorry, but he’s dead.”

since you were able to rationally
respond to a crisis by jumping in
and saving the life of the person
you love.”

When she went to tell Edna the
news she said, “Edna, I have good
news and bad news. The good
news is you’re being discharged,

When the Head Nurse Director
became aware of Edna’s heroic
act she immediately ordered her to
be discharged from the hospital,
as she now considered her to be
mentally stable.

Ralph and Edna were both
patients in a mental hospital. One
day while they were walking past
the hospital swimming pool. Ralph
suddenly jumped into the deep
end. He sank to the bottom of the
pool and stayed there. Edna
promptly jumped in to save him.
She swam to the bottom and
pulled him out.

Mental Health Day

Over to you!
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MINUTES
OF
THE
EXECUTIVE MEETING
OF BMWOR NZ INC
HELD IN PALMERSTON
NORTH ON SUNDAY 30
NOVEMBER 2014
Meeting commenced at 1400.
Present
Peter Tibbs (President), Peter Bath
(Vice President by skype), Robin Wood
(Treasurer), Bruce Crowther (Editor),
Folker Liebenow (Membership), and
Dave Oldershaw (Secretary).
The president opened the meeting by
welcoming all Executive to the meeting.
Minutes of the previous meeting:

required.
• Review at
meeting
Membership:

the

next

Executive

• Folker advised that he is currently
working on a list of 10, 20, and 30
year awards for presentation at the
AGM,
• The executive expressed a vote of
thanks to John Wuts for standing in
as membership secretary during
Folker’s recent absence.
Moved Folker/Seconded Bruce
• The issue of membership retention
was discussed. It is intended to
send all members a reminder by
email when membership renewal is
due next year. A follow up email will
be sent to members who have not
renewed their membership.
Treasurer:

The minutes of the previous meeting
held on 24 August 2014 were read and
confirmed.

• The Treasurers report was tabled,
Moved Robin/ Seconded Bruce

Moved Folker/ Seconded Dave
Matters arising from the previous
minutes:

• Remits for 2016 AGM looked at and
discussed.
A working party,
consisting of the Treasurer and two
or three members is to be formed to
look at updating the constitution
and report back to the executive.

• The minutes of the last AGM will not
be published in the December
newsletter. The minutes will instead
be included in the rally pack for the
Wanganui rally and they will also be
available online.
Moved Folker/ Seconded Dave

• Bank authorities are now up to date,

1 Rule 2 to be looked at and
updated, and
2 Rule 8 sub clause 5 to be looked
at.
Moved Robin/ Seconded Bruce

• Peter
(President)
would
like
Executive members to review and
update the action plan At the next
executive meeting.
President:

• Insurance is now in place. The
Sport Law Safe insurance has been
paid out of the events account.
Secretary:

Peter reminded everyone to:

The Secretary’s report was tabled:

• Ensure tasks are completed ASAP
to keep things running smoothly,
and
• The need for
communication.

teamwork

and

Peter asked executive members if they
were standing for re-election at the next
AGM. Bruce Crowther and Peter Bath
advised that they were not available for
re-election.
Vice President:
• Area Rep Reports should be ratified
ASAP and he didn’t think much of
Lance Nixon’s notes they should be
turned into minutes.
• Peter (President) advised that
Lance had written the notes up for
the next Area rep meeting where
they will be tabled and ratified for
publication in the Newsletter.
• The issue of First Aid on club rides
was raised. There is an assumption
that we provide first aid on club
rides. A clear policy on first aid is
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• All trophies for the AGM are now in
the
procession
of the
rally
coordinator Barry Hawthorn and the
RAG rally trophy is now in the
procession of Peter Tibbs.
• David Morris is to be asked to
research previous winners of
trophies to enable engraving of
trophies to be completed before the
AGM.
• It was moved that the executive
employ a person to take the
minutes
at
the
AGM.
Moved Bruce/ Seconded Robin
Editor:
• There has been a notable fall off of
advertisers in the newsletter.
• Life members have been missed
from the tour guide. An addendum
can be provided if required.
• Arne Rohde is still available to fill
the position of webmaster.
• President asked Bruce to talk to
Arne re the position of webmaster.
General Business:

• The budget was discussed. There
were a few minor alterations to be
made before the budget is to be
presented at the AGM.
• The issue of service providers was
discussed. Peter Bath reported that
the process appears to be stalled as
people are buying parts online and
asking the service providers to fit
the parts.
There is a problem
Europe Imports Ltd and Malaysia
bringing parts into New Zealand.
• The issue of deceased members
was raised. It was decided to table
this as an action plan for the next
executive to look at (Annex A).
• Lance Nixon and Robin Wood will
be attending a recognised first aid
course on 16 December. The cost
of the course is $120.00 per person
and BMWOR will subsidise the
course up to 75%, with the subsidy
being paid from the event account.
Attendees must be attending the
rally. It was decided to table this as
an action plan for the next executive
to look at.
Moved Dave/ Seconded Folker.
Peter Bath voted no
Closure:
There being no further business the
meeting closed at 16:35.
Annex A
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
DECEASED MEMBERS

OF

• For all members of the current
executive committee, for current
Area Representatives, and for Life
Members,
the
executive
can
acknowledge their passing with an
appropriate tribute to the value of
$60 gst inc. This may take the form
of a floral tribute, a memorial tree
planting or a plaque.
• For all former executive committee
and for former Area Representatives,
the executive may acknowledge their
passing with an appropriate tribute
to the value of $50 gst inc. This will
usually take the form of a card and
floral tribute.
• For all current members, the local
area may acknowledge their passing
with an appropriate tribute to the
value of $40 gst inc. The cost will be
reimbursed by the Treasurer by
forwarding receipts for that tribute.
• For all former members, the Area
Representative and local members
can make their own decisions, but
the cost is met at the local level.
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marketplace

Marketplace is a service for members of BMWOR of NZ. Advertisements will be accepted
from members, commercial traders and non-members when it is considered in our
members' interest to do so. No charge is made for Marketplace advertising. The Editor and
Executive reserve the right to reject or modify any advertisement considered inappropriate
and take no responsibility for errors or omissions, the quality of items, claims made, or for
any transactions that ensue.
Advertisements run for 3 months from the date first published unless otherwise arranged
with the Editor.

bikes for sale___________

for sale________________

1995 R1100R 130,000 kms, New
Zealand
new. Accessories include
touring screen, trickle battery charger,
new battery early 2014, BMW panniers.
Good condition for its age and has been
garaged while not in use. Asking about
$4,500. Enquiries: Revti Verma, 03
5479897 or 021 460 298 (3)

Brand new Factory Screen for
R1200GS 2009 model - $200.00 (retail

BMW F800 R, year 2010, has only
covered
7,800
kms and
is
in
excellent
conditio
n.
Has
about $
800+
worth of accessories including large
windscreen, handlebar risers, adjustable
footpegs, handguards, and "tip-over
protectors". It also has a new battery and
on-road costs will be included for 3
months from sale date. Ridden by one
carful lady owner from new !
The Givi 50 litre topbox is available for a
sensible price too. All original fittings go
with the bike when sold. Price : $13,500.
Please contact Neville on 04 9385649, or
021 237 5936. (2)
BMW F800ST. Smooth, comfortable,
torquey
twin, 2-up
sport
tourer.
18,300km
. 1 owner
from new.
Comes
with:
- Complete
luggage

set of BMW genuine

- Akrapovic Full Titanium exhaust Sounds amazing
- CNC Billet Mirror Extenders
- 2 seats, extra-low and standard
$11,000 ONO
Contact Gavin Bath (027) 465 6117 gavinbath@gmail.com or Peter Bath
(027) 228 7564 (text first and I will
contact you as soon as I am free) pj.bath@icloud.com (2)

$345.00 new)
Ph
Mike
0274989739
or
email
gsmanbmw@gmail.com (2)
Genuine
BMW
Pannier Lid,
fits
either
Left or Right
side pannier
on F650GS
(R13)
or
Dakar (R13).
This is a brand new item in its original
packaging and the BMW Part Number is:
71 60 7 669 035 Being new the
condition is of course perfect/mint. The
price for this item from an NZ Dealer is
$214.01 and the importer has only one in
stock.
Asking price is $160. (Can courier
anywhere in NZ at cost.)
Phone Stewart, 021 263 5162. (2)
F650/700/800GS Chain and Sprocket
Set
New/unused chain and sprockets set for
sale for an F650/700/800GS. 17 front
and 41 rear. Also two new oil filters and
washers. $250.00 ono.
Contact Barry 03 4488681 or email
sn.btrichardson@xtra.co.nz (2)
Clothing:
Black BMW Streetguard 2 Suit – Size
52 Jacket has detachable thermal liner
and collar. Trousers are unlined and
marked only as Streetguard. Has been
worn in the worst of weathers and has
always been waterproof. Very nice
condition. $600.
BMW Grey Rally 2 suit – Size 50 Great
suit in good condition.
Detachable
Gortex liners – jacket liner has small
abrasion on the collar edge but this does
not affect waterproofing. Trousers little
used. $600.
BMW Grey Rally 2 trousers – Size 52
Well used but still serviceable (I need 52
trousers so bought these from TradeMe).
Detachable Gortex liner. $95.
BMW heated vest – Large In excellent
condition. $225.
Email richard.cullingworth@xtra.co.nz for
further information or postage costs from
North Shore. (2)
Alloy Pannier boxes Bought from
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TradeMe but never fitted. They were
designed and specially made for a trip
across Russia. They come with modified
Givi racks for a BMW F650 GS but could
be adapted to fit other mounting
systems. They are waterproof, lockable,
carpet lined, and hold 47l each. I paid
$1000 for them but subsequently bought
a different system and have never used
them. $800.
Email richard.cullingworth@xtra.co.nz for
further information or postage costs from
North Shore. (2)

wanted to buy__________
Valeo Starter Motor for R-Series
Airheads 1980-1997, preferably in nonworking condition (and cheap :-), needed
for parts. matthias@peak.co.nz or 021 1026 507 (1)

wanted________________
Tour Leader - for potential multi-day
rides on or off road either side of
BMWOR national events. Must have own
bike, excellent communication skills,
practical
route
planning
ability,
outstanding navigation skills and loads of
patience.
Interested? Give President Peter a call.

On occasion Star Insurance sell parts
from
insurance
wrecks
through
TradeMe. Take a look at the Star
Insurance
web
site
www.star.insurance.co.nz for details
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AREA REPRESENTATIVES
NORTHLAND

BAY OF PLENTY

Bwucie (acting) need volunteer
09 401 0029
northland@bmwor.org.nz
AUCKLAND
Your area needs you!
Contact President or Secretary
06 378 2242 or 029 200 3679
WAIKATO

Mike Long and Geri Goodman
07 548 1996
bayofplenty@bmwor.org.nz
TARANAKI
Your area needs you!
Contact President or Secretary
06 378 2242 or 029 200 3679
RANGITIKEI

Chris (Chocky) Talbot
07 853 9276
021 184 1927
waikato@bmwor.org.nz

Lance Nixon
06 345 6607
rangitikei@bmwor.org.nz

EAST COAST
Coordinator: John Wuts
06 844 4751
eastcoast@bmwor.org.nz
Rides Master: Dan Young
06 857 7058
diss1@vodafone.net.nz
WELLINGTON
Peter Nash
04 232 4962
wellington@bmwor.org.nz
NELSON

MARLBOROUGH
Your area needs you!
Contact President or Secretary
06 378 2242 or 029 200 3679
CANTERBURY
Your area needs you!
Contact President or Secretary
06 378 2242 or 029 200 3679
OTAGO AND SOUTHLAND
Andy Hutcheon
027 464 3230
otagosouthland@bmwor.org.nz

Revti and Sue Verma
03 547 9897
nelson@bmwor.org.nz

This magazine is proudly printed by the team at printing.com, Wellington CBD

